
Photos in this issue are from last month's 'Glass' competition.

Bye, Bye Winter
Is it just me, or was this winter over quicker than normal? Very 
glad to see nice sunny, warm weather though. Makes me want to 
go out and shoot. 

How about you? Start making plans for some photo excursions 
to your favorite places or a totally new spot you've been anxious 
to visit.

This Month's Featured Article
A little rundown on the Macro class from Jeff  Read more here...
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Focus Camera Club Monthly Meetings

Meetings are held the First and Third Tuesday of each month. Our meeting place is in The Community Room at the Green-
wood Village City Hall, 6060 S. Quebec St. (That’s on the east side of Quebec just south of Orchard Rd.) Get a Google Map by 
clicking here. Meetings start promptly at 7 PM and will end around 9:45 PM so we can be out by 10 PM.

Sphere Reflectionby Joel Sevinsky
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Macro Magic
By Karl Peschel

If you missed Jeff Johnson's class on Macro Photography this past weekend, well shame on you. Jeff gave 
us a wealth of information on photographic techniques, equipment to use, lighting, and post processing. 

We got to shoot a variety of macro subjects using natural light, continuous (you can use tungsten or fluo-
rescent systems) light, and strobes with a softbox. With some simple changes to camera settings, and the 
judicious use of small reflectors, you would be hard pressed to look at the final images and tell which 
was which.

Now, I can't give away all Jeff's secrets, but let me share with you some of the basic things he taught us.

It doesn't have to cost an arm and a leg
Granted, you want to use the best glass you can afford. In fact, the lens is more important than the cam-
era body. Third party lenses will save you a few bucks and perform quite well compared to the manufac-
turer's equivalent lens.

And you don't HAVE to have a dedicated Macro lens to shoot with. Yes...a macro lens will focus closer, 
magnify the subject to get 1:1 reproduction, and is likely sharper than your other lenses. But you can still 
produce great results with standard fixed or zoom lenses with quality closeup filters (Canon's are excel-
lent and since they screw on the front of a lens will work with any brand), extension tubes, or the built in 
capabilities of your lens.

Small reflectors and gobos (to block light) are easily made from foamcore, mat board, or other materials.

Diffusion panels can be purchased or made from ripstop nylon or even a white bedsheet.

Backgrounds can be found in the Remnant section of big fabric stores. Remember these will be out of 
focus in 99% of your macro shots, so imagine what the colors/patterns will look like OOF.  And places like 
Hobby Lobby are a treasure trove of props, vases, and other items you can use in your images.

Pre-visualization is Key
One of the things that hit me as most important is Pre-visualization. Seeing that final image in your 
mind's eye before you even set your tripod in position.

Start by moving around your subject. Up...down...left...right. Where is the best angle for the subject mat-
ter and lighting? Then you know where to set your tripod and camera.

Also think about what post processing you may want to do. Some processing will require you to shoot in 
a certain way (multiple images for HDR or focus stacking, for instance). Knowing this as you are prepping 
the shot will ensure you have all the images and exposures needed for your post session.

Final note: Don't get lost in the details. 

Anyone can do closeup and macro photography. You don't HAVE to have expensive lenses or lighting 
gear. A kitchen table, window light, and an interesting subject is all you really need.

Shoot what interests YOU, and don't worry what some judge would say about it. Make yourself happy.
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Program and Competition Schedules

Program Schedule Competition Schedule

04/07/15 Presentation – Right Place At The 
Right Time by Glenn Randall

04/21/15 Subject – Open

05/05/15 Presentation – Portraiture (Studio 
and Non-Studio) by Cliff Lawson

05/19/15 Subject – Wet

06/02/15 Presentation – Planes, Trains and 
Automobiles by David Irwin, Sam 
Howard, and Dan Greenberg

6/16/15 Subject – American Scenics

April 7 Program with Glenn Randall
Glenn Randall will present “The Right Place at the Right Time”, a lecture on 
scouting for great landscape photographs. It’s rarely productive to ran-
domly select some trail and head out in the middle of the day in hopes of 
making a great photograph at the instant you find it. You generally have to 
scout: to walk and look, and walk and look some more, then return at the 
right time of day or night. Glenn finds he spends much more time scouting 
than he does behind the camera. As he puts it, “Great landscape photogra-
phy is 1 percent inspiration and 99 percent perspiration.”

Glenn’s talk will cover scouting techniques in the field as well as the use of 
the Photographer’s Ephemeris, Heavenly Opportunity, and Skygazer, three 
programs that help photographers plan where and when to go shoot. He’ll 
also discuss his favorite weather-forecasting site and the new Skyfire app, 
which attempts to forecast when there will be clouds in the sky that will 
light up at sunrise and sunset.

This Month's Competition is Open
Oh how we all love the Open competition. Pick any subject you want and 
show off your best images. 

The other competitions have defined subjects in order to challenge your 
technique and creativity, and you could take any Open competition and 
turn it into a personal challenge. Give yourself an assigned subject – shoot 
what another member usually shoots (and you don't) – or simply jump over 
to 500px.com to get some inspiration.

If you need the Competition Entry forms or the template for the stick-on labels, you can get both from the Focus website on 
the Competition Rules page.
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Pour Me a Tall Glass 
by Brian Donovan
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March Glass Competition Results
Media Artist Image Title Score

f5.6 Digital Joel Sevinsky Sphere Reflection 10
f8 Color Rick Matson Boxes of boxes of Boxes 9

Jeff Jensen In the Red 9

Digital Theresa Corrada Glass Marble 2 9

Monochrome Rick Matson Broken Reflections 9
f11 Color Jim Doolittle Drop of Poison 9

Jim Doolittle Backlit Bottle of Booze 10

Rich Hayes To Every Season … Turn, Turn 10

Digital William Brant Two Views From the Deck 9

Wayne Corrigan Full Boat 9

Brian Donovan Glass and Water Reflections 9

Brian Donovan Pour Me a Tall Glass 9

Kevin Holliday Queued 9

David Irwin Oops 9

Butch Mazzuca Something Different 9

A.J. Spong Mexican Soda-Lime Glass 9

Gary Witt The Foul Ball Grandpa Won't Forget 9

William Brant Wait! What? 10

Diane Katzenberger Like a Diamond 10

A.J. Spong The Chihuly Blues 10
f16 Color Joe Bonita The Bottle Electric 9

Joe Bonita Layers 9

Peggy Dietz Swirling Rose 9

Peggy Dietz Glass Museum 9

Dan Greenberg Windows on Windows 9

Dan Greenberg Multi – Convergence 9

Oz Pfenninger Glass Bricks 10

Digital Oz Pfenninger Space Adventure 9

Dan Greenberg Reflecting Inward 10

Leander Urmy Light Caster 10

Remember to send your winning Print images to Webmaster@FocusColorado.com for the online galleries.
And please use the same naming conventions as we do for Digital Submissions. 
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Calls For Entries & Photo Contests
DPP Black & White World

The second annual Black & White World contest 
from Digital Photo Pro magazine is accepting im-
ages until May 21, 2015.  You can submit up to 
5 images, each unique and different from the other. 

Get all the details on prizes, rules for entry, etc at 
the DPP website.

Local Photo Opps and Events
Russ Burden Photo Tours www.russburdenphotography.com 303.791.9997

2015 Upcoming Tours and Dates

  Mar 31 - Apr 11, Tanzania African Safari

  Apr 14 - Apr 25, Tanzania African Safari (Expert 
photo instruction from two professional photogra-
phers. You’ll receive constant tips and hints of what 
and how to photograph during every session.)

  May 9 - 15,  Monument Valley / Slot Canyons

  May 24 - June 2,  Oregon Coast - 10 day trip

  July 11-17, Colorado Wildflowers and Alpine 
Scenery

  July 24-30, Glacier National Park Tour 1

  July 31 – Aug 6, Glacier National Park Tour 2

Doors Open Denver 2015
Doors Open Denver is a FREE, annual, two-day event (April 25 / 26, a Sat. and Sun.) celebrating Denver’s 
architecture and design. The 2015 theme is “Denver Classic – Then & Now.”

Join Mike’s Camera for photography workshops during Doors Open Denver! The crew from Mike’s Camera 
will assist you in capturing some of Downtown Denver’s remarkable architecture and street scenes using 
your own gear or loaner gear provided for you to Test Drive for FREE!

Get details on the FREE 2 day event at Mike's website. Registration is required.

Boulder County Heritage Center
The county Parks and Open Space foundation is running sunrise and sunset photo opportunities at the 
Agricultural Heritage Center. Sunrise shoot is April 11, and the Sunset shoots are May 6 and 23.

These will be good sessions to attend if you plan on entering the annual Land Through the Lens compe-
tition / exhibit later this year. Details are at the Boulder County website for both the contest and the sun-
rise/sunset sessions. Registration is required.
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Like a Diamond by Diane Katzenberger
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Colorado Springs FA Center
(this was posted to our FB page...)

Greetings photographers! We at the Colorado Springs Fine Arts Center just wanted to let you know about 
a couple exciting photography workshops being offered by the Bemis School of Art.

1. Digital Landscape – a 3-day photography workshop 
running June 26 – June 28. Taught by nationally recognized 
photographer, Craig Varjabedian, this workshop enables pho-
tographers of various calibers to explore the beautiful land-
scape of Colorado Springs with their digital cameras! The 
workshop includes field trips to incredible locations near and 
around Colorado Springs (like Garden of the Gods), where par-
ticipants will receive one-on-one instruction in the field on 
technical and aesthetic issues. 

2. Georgia O’Keeffe: Through the Camera’s Lens – a 5-day 
workshop running July 27-July 31. Also taught by Craig Var-
jabedian, this workshop will draw on O’Keeffe’s distinctive 
techniques of composition as a means of understanding the 
complexity of the New Mexican landscape. During the work-
shop, there will be visits to Abiquiu and the Georgia O’Keeffe 
Museum in Santa Fe along with an informal lecture on the life 
and art of O’Keeffe. Also there will be digital feedback sessions 
so participants can ask questions and receive constructive 
comments about their work.

These are amazing opportunities for you to challenge your-
selves as photographers and hone your image-making skills! For more information or to register, visit 
http://artschool.csfineartscenter.org or call 719-475-2444.

DSLR Classes at Mike's
In this class, you will build your knowledge of your 
Digital SLR camera’s program menus, features, 
functions and shooting modes. You’ll also learn 
about various lenses and accessories that can help 
you maximize the enjoyment of your camera and 
capture better photographs.  Cost is $59. 

The class is offered at various locations and dates. 
See the NIKON class cities, dates, and registration 
here. 

And the CANON cities, dates and registration here.
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Glass Museum by Peggy Dietz

The Foul Ball Grandpa Won't Forget by Gary Witt
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Frame #37
A collection of extra tidbits I've discovered during the past few weeks.

— Eastman Kodak once was a powerhouse in the photo industry. This NY Times article talks about the 
changes they've had to go thru, and what the future may hold for them.
“Sometimes you have to prune the tree to make it grow stronger.” - Kodak CEO

— Anxious to jump into wildlife photography but your spouse won't let you sell the car to get a 600/f4 ?
Outdoor Photographer has a nice article on wildlife on a budget that may help you get started.  It doesn't 
describe the “ultimate” kit, but gives you a number of “good enough” alternatives.

— Who knew...your camera isn't going to shoot itself. In today's super-automated world you may expect it 
to. But you have to pick it up, crack open a can of Creativity , and go out and shoot.

 I began to realise that film sees the world differently than the human eye, and that 
sometimes those differences can make a photograph more powerful than what you 
actually observed.

– Galen Rowell
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Wait! What? by William Brant

Reflecting Inward by Dan Greenberg

To Every Season … Turn, Turn by Rich Hayes
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